
 

LAN Control Technology Secures Internal Network  

at the Las Vegas Review-Journal 

 
 
Environment: 1,500 network users nationwide with 650 at headquarters in Las Vegas. Mix 
of Mac, Windows and UNIX machines 
 
Security Issues:  

• Increased exposure to malware due to a growing mobile workforce that bypasses 
perimeter security such as firewalls and intrusion prevention systems as they travel 
in and out of the office 

• Compliance issues driving need for controlling access to resources and applications 
 
Challenges: Limited visibility into user activity and controlling access to resources through 
ACLs and static IP addresses has gotten too complex to manage. 
 
Solution: Deploying the ConSentry Networks™ CS2400 Secure LAN Controller™ and 
InSight Manager™  to provide complete visibility into user activity in order to stop 
unauthorized access and contain malware 
 
 
 
The Las Vegas Review-Journal is the largest daily newspaper in the state of Nevada with a 

daily circulation of more than 160,000 and a Sunday circulation of more than 224,000. It is 

owned by Las Vegas-based Stephens Media Group, which also publishes 100 different 

newspapers and websites, serving cities and towns throughout Arkansas, Hawaii, Nevada, 

North Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Washington. 
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The Review-Journal has been on the forefront of computer-based pre-press and publishing 

technologies. A first edition of the Review-Journal produced with laser technology resides 

at the Guggenheim Museum of Printing in Germany. It is also one of the first newspapers in 

the country to use computer technology to design and layout a major metropolitan 

newspaper. As circulation and advertising continues to grow with the increasing 

population of Las Vegas, one of the fastest growing cities in North America, the Review-

Journal continues to seek out new technologies that will not only enhance business 

efficiency but deliver optimal network availability and security. 

 

LAN Security without the Complexity 

 

From story submissions to page layout and pre-press, the Review-Journal’s internal 

network is mission-critical to the daily production of its newspaper and online properties. 

With over 1,500 users nationwide, many of them part of an expanding mobile workforce of 

reporters and writers that come and go, visibility into user activity and access control are 

becoming critical issues. Because the newspaper’s mobile workforce bypasses the 

perimeter firewall when connecting to the LAN, it subjects the Review-Journal’s network to 

various user access and malware threats that can cause network downtime or lead to 

misuse and unauthorized activity.  Addressing this issue through LAN segmentation with 

static IP addresses and Access Control Lists (ACLs) has proven to be overly complex and 

has begun to consume valuable IT staff time, adversely affecting other projects.  

 

“Providing all our users with a static IP address and segmenting our network using ACLs 

was getting painstakingly complex to manage” said Steven Olson, infrastructure manager 

for the Las Vegas Review Journal. “We have a small IT team and assigning one person to 

just manage ACLs wasn’t justifiable from a cost standpoint.” 

To address this issue, the Review-Journal selected ConSentry Networks’ CS2400 Secure 

LAN Controllers, the first purpose-built system to deliver extreme visibility into user 

activity, enforce per user and per application polices and contain malware in real-time at 

LAN speeds. 
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 “The ConSentry Secure LAN Contoller gives us the ability to monitor the activity of every 

user in real-time and add granular control over what resources and applications each 

individual user or group of users is authorized to access. Best of all the ConSentry platform 

is simple to deploy and manage, enabling our staff to work on more critical projects” said 

Vikas Khorana, network engineer and CISSP for the Review-Journal. 

The ConSentry Advantage 

The Review-Journal had demanding criteria that led to the selection of ConSentry 

Networks’ solution, including: 

 

•  User-based Networking 

The Review-Journal sought a solution that provides complete control over 

authenticated users. ConSentry provides a powerful, yet flexible, platform to 

provision and enforce which applications and resources each individual user or 

group of users have access to on the LAN, without requiring complex ACLs or 

VLANs. ConSentry takes a roles-based approach to each user as a means of enforcing 

acceptable application and user/access polices to not only meet regulatory 

compliance requirements, but to preserve data integrity as well. 

 

• Unprecedented Visbility Into User Activity 

ConSentry takes a unique approach to continuously tracking user activity by 

coupling a user’s identity to their IP and MAC address as the user authenticates to 

the LAN. This correlated user information dramatically improves the effectiveness 

of policy enforcement, authorization and  reporting on a per user basis. By 

providing a centralized view into individual user activity,  ConSentry is delivering 

new levels of visibility not found in traditional network and security  managment 

products.  It also helps expedite compliance reporting and troubleshooting for 

network/security incidents. Furthermore, as an in-line control appliance, ConSentry 

enables immediate action to be taken from a single device, rather than relying on 

disparate systems with external enforcement points that lack integration. 
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• Centralized Management through ConSentry InSight Manager 

The Review-Journal insisted on a LAN security solution that is as simple to manage 

as their existing switches. Their specific requirements ruled out complex security 

event managers to correlate data; a mandate for user-based, incident-indexed 

reporting that allows you to take  immediate action when a security or network 

incident arises was demanded. ConSentry InSight Manager complies with these 

requirements by providing their IT staff with a centralized, easy-to-use and 

actionable control panel for a single view of all user activity and security incidents 

across  the Review-Journal LAN.  

 

 

About ConSentry Networks 

ConSentry Networks secures enterprise LANs with a purpose-built system that  preserves 

data integrity, ensures network availability and supports regulatory compliance at 

industry-leading price/performance levels.  ConSentry’s solution leverages its 

breakthrough, patent-pending silicon architecture to continuously identify all LAN traffic 

and enforce user access to authorized resources and applications at wire-speed, in real-

time.  ConSentry Networks, Inc. was founded in 2003 and is based in Milpitas, California. 

The company has received funding from Accel Partners, INVESCO Private Capital, and 

Sequoia Capital.  
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